PRESS RELEASE


World music day is an annual music celebration that takes place in cities around the world on 21st June, 2018. On music day citizens are allowed and urged to play music in public place and parks. Free concerts are arranged where musicians play for fun not for money.

Namma Metro promotes too would like to join in with the celebration of local music. Last year there was overwhelming response to our call to participate in the World Music Day. This year, since 21st June falls on a working day, BMRCL has proposed to celebrate the World Music Day on Sunday the 24th June 2018 at the Rangoli Metro Art Center.

On Sunday –24th June 2018 at the Rangoli Metro Art Center, (RMAC) MG Road, Bengaluru.

The World Music Day is a non-commercial event. BMRCL provides a platform for both upcoming and well-established artist to present their music to the public. World music day is an excellent opportunity for both upcoming as well as established artists to showcase their talent to a large, diverse audience and to benefit from the coverage they would receive.

Artists participating in the event are considered as sponsors; they perform for free and all the concerts are free of charge. While BMRCL will endeavor to basic facilities as detailed below, participants may bring in their own sound equipment, but shall give the details of their gadgets to check for their suitability.

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?

Anyone and everyone: Professional music groups, Amateur music groups including first timer groups, an individual or just about anyone who can organize her/his own music group.

WHAT STYLE OF MUSIC?

All musical styles are welcome.
Registration: Contact Rangoli metro art center 080 22969265.

Rangoli will provide the following facilities:

**Busking stations – 4nos**

Equipped with Amplifier/ speaker with 1 mike and Line in input for musical instruments, (guitar cable should be brought by performer).

**Bayalu - Open Air - P A with mixer, mikes and a drum sets.**

**Rangasthala Auditorium. – PA system with mikes.**

The participants will be allotted performing time and slot by the RMAC management depending on availability and performers are requested to kindly cooperate and enjoy the musical celebrations.

Gopal K. Navale, Director Guruskool, and a regular busker at Rangoli, is coordinating and curating the event along with team Rangoli.

[gopalnav@gmail.com](mailto:gopalnav@gmail.com)
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